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WHAT IS DIGGSLY?
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Diggsly is a cloud platform built for the
construction industry. It is the
byproduct of years of dedication to
bringing better technology to the
construction industry, which has been
overlooked and underserved.

Our partnerships with the best
construction companies in the
Midwest have made Diggsly possible.
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The Diggsly team specializes in:

Geospatial Government Tools
Web & Mobile Apps
Enterprise Software
Executive & Startup Consulting
Modern Design & User Experience 

DIGGSLY IS A CONSTRUCTION-
FOCUSED SOLUTION BUILT TO
SOLVE PROBLEMS AND
ENHANCE WORKFLOWS
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“  Diggsly provided us with a means to take a large amount of
knowledge, currently held by one or two people, and transform it
into an operating system. This allowed us to eliminate risk and
more efficiently manage the company.

- President & CEO, Kraus-Anderson Construction Company
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“  Choosing Diggsly as our
technology solution provider gave
us the perfect balance between a
ready-made software and custom
developed application.  Diggsly
brought the knowledge of a
construction industry
background, paired with the
ability to customize software to
our specific operational needs—a
combination we couldn’t find
with any other software provider.

- Director, Lean and Process Improvemen, 500+ Employee GC
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WHY DIGGSLY?

A unified suite of digital
solutions to streamline
construction company
operations
Allows you to do much more
with the data you already have
Customizable to your specific
needs and use cases
Scalable to companies of any
size and area of operation
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CONSTRUCTION-FOCUSED
Our developers lived and breathed the problems of construction industry

employees, contractors, and executives for over 6 years.

Diggsly is the result.
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THE FOUNDATION HAS
BEEN POURED

Diggsly can fully integrate with
your existing ERP systems or
other data sources—letting you
do much more with the data you
already have.

Unlike every other solution on the
market, Diggsly doesn't lock you
into a database solution or
require painful data migrations
that can grind your operations to a
halt. We use what you already got!
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FEATURES
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SCHEDULING

No more spreadsheets!

Track and manage labor
assignments
2-way labor requests initiated
by the field, completed by the
scheduler
Real-time text & email
notifications to the workforce
Track upcoming needs
without having to commit
someone

Multi-location capable so
different schedulers can
manage different company
locations, branches, et al.
Worker acknowledgements, multi-
assignments, custom start times,
holiday, off-day flags, and much
more.
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TIME TRACKING

No more paper!

Designed for field & office
Flexibility in placing key
personnel with crew
management for the field
Pre-approval, approval,
rejection, and flagging of time
provide a workflow everyone
can understand
Copy daily time with a single
click or copy an entire pay
period to keep manual entry
to a minimum

Built for accuracy to include
only job phases applicable to each
worker
Clear steps allow you to easily
see where each workers' time is in
the pipeline
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PAYROLL INTEGRATION

No more headaches!

Export all time entries with
a single click to a Viewpoint
Vista-friendly file, processing
payroll quickly and accurately
Supports multiple payroll
groups in one interface
Easily manage adjustments
before processing

Filters make it easy to find
workers or entries before they
enter a payroll batch and become
a problem
Prevent workers from entering
time while payroll is being
finalized
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JOB SITE LOCATION

No more questions!

Interactive maps of all job
sites & care clinics
Filters to narrow your results
quickly
Job site locations with key
personnel contact info make
finding the information you
need a breeze
Easily navigate and even call
someone at a site
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BENEFITS
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FREE UPGRADES

WORKS ON ANY DEVICE

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

USE YOUR EXISTING DATA

DIRECT SUPPORT
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CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
Website: diggsly.com

Email: sales@diggsly.com

Phone: 952-405-8457
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